
 

 

Oshawa Minor Hockey Association 
Oshawa MHA - Championship Overtime / 2018-19 

 

The following section is a subset of the Oshawa MHA Tournament Rules for 2018-19. It 
contains only the rules specific to overtime 
 
Semi Finals and Championship Tie breakers. In the event of a tie at the end of regulation time,  

❏ All changes are to be done on the fly. 
❏ Goalies are allowed to be pulled in any overtime period and are subject to the “change 

on the fly” rule. 
❏ 4-on-4 refers to 4 skaters + 1 goalie. i.e. 5 players total on the ice.  Similar logic applies 

to 3-on-3, 2-on-2, 1-on-1. 
❏ Penalties incurred in regulation time and not completely served in regulation time, shall 

carry over into the overtime period (as a stop time penalty) and will be completed in 
overtime unless the game is ended. Teams will start overtime short-handed depending 
on the carryover penalties (exception is offsetting penalties). 

❏ A five (5) minute stop time sudden victory period will be played with 4-on-4. A penalty 
incurred during this overtime period will served as normal playing 4-on-3. A 
subsequent penalty will result in 4-2.  A team cannot go below 2 players during this 
period, so subsequent penalty will result in a penalty shot for non-offending team. Player 
taking penalty shot must be on the ice. Any penalties incurred in this overtime period and 
not completely served in this overtime period will carryover. If still tied; 

❏ Teams will play 3 minute run time sudden victory periods starting with 3-on-3 (unless 
carryover penalties exist).  After each 3 minute period the number of players will be 
reduced by one until the teams play to 1-on-1.  1-on-1 will continue until the game is 
decided.  In the event of a penalty during any 3 minute run time period, the 
offended team will take a penalty shot.  The clock will be stopped to allow for the 
penalty shot.  The player taking the penalty shot will be the coach’s choice however that 
player must be on the ice at the time of the stoppage of play. If coincidental penalties are 
called, No penalty shot is awarded.  

 

   

 


